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Group-A

What do you mean by time period? 1

Explain Doppler's effect for stationary source and moving observer. 6

lf tire frequency of a tuning fork is 400Hzand the velocity of sound in air is 320ms"r, find how far sound 3

travels while the lork cornpletes 30 vibrations.

Differentiate betr,veen progressive wave and standing wave.

What are the characteristics of simple harnonic i-r-rotion? Derive the ditTerential equation of simple

harmonic motion for spring mass system.

Explain graphical i-epresentation of Sirnple Harmonic Motion'
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F'ind the total energy of SHM. 3

Show that for a parlicle executing SHM, the instantaneous velocity is oll(a2-y2) and instantaneous 3

acceleration is -crt2y.

Derive an expression to calculate the time period of a torsion penduium.

GrqgP:E

Give the statement of 3'dlalv of thermodynamics.

Explain the tbur cycles of carnot heat engine.

A Carnot engine has 50% efficiency rvhen the sink temperature is 27"C. What is the increase in

temperature of the heat source rvhen its eflficier-rcy is 60%?

What is ,nterference of light ar-rd rvhat are the conditions fbr interference?

Explain Young's dogble slit experimer-rt for interference of light to produce bright and dark fringes.

In Youlg's double slit erperiment the separation of the slits is 1.9mm and the fringe spacing is 0.31mm at a

distance of 1m from the slits. Calculate the waveiength of light.

What is polarization of light.

Prove that the reflected light and refracted

polarization.
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light are at right angles to each other dr-re to Brervster's 5

if the reflected ray is polarizecl then t'ind the angle ofA light ray incident on a glass plate lrom air medium,
polarization. fRefractive index of the medium is i.52]

What are group velocity' and phase velocity.

What is aberration? Explain different types of aberration.

What is heat engine. Explain the r,vorking principle for heat engine.
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